
General Information
for Dharma article orders

Dear Sangha-members,

with great pleasure we declare opening of our new online Dharma article order system.

For order any articles please download the Excel-file, fill out the “address” and “quantity”
field and send it back to bad-bramstedt@kwanumzen.de
Upon this you will receive further information how to proceed with payment etc.

If you should have additional questions please contact the above mentioned e-mail 
address.

Naturally there will be probably items missing that you might need for your center or 
group. In this case you can also send a mail with the article that you need to the above
mentioned e-mail address where your requests will be gathered for a certain period and
then the order system will be updated.

Following you find further general information:

Payments     
have to be made directly to the shop in Korea via PAYPAL for which you must have a 
PAYPAL-account. Register for free under www.paypal.com
Articles will only be sent once payment has been made!

Homepage to get present rate of exchanges: 
www.oanda.com 

Duties & Taxes
This might be a critical point as we don’t have any experience so far.
Under normal circumstances all articles from overseas will be subject to duties and VAT.
However the experience from robe orders show that the requirement of having to pay
these fees depend highly on the mood of the customs officer who is in charge of your
order and your ability to present explanations.
When robes were ordered it turned out that only once duties & taxes were payable and
in all other cases they could be avoided when customs officers heard that these robes
were for a non profit organization and are not available in the countries of destination.
In any case you may consider that these costs might occur. 
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